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The distant future is
already taking shape
Through the evolution of
science Which let us
glimpse the beyond Of the
end of all our suffering
Thanks to genetic
manipulation, And the
strength of healthy
science The android is
invented and improved,
Provided with a human head
And the rest artificial
Then like brain studies
With the discoveries
Regenerated organs
Androids in their turn Who
no longer have ailmentsNor
certain pleasures



Like overwhelmed humans
With artificial eyes, nose
and ears And the rest
regenerated or repaired
Leaving room under the blue
of the skyThe human of his
faults rid of Then the
android with the improved
brain With the discoveries
of all regenerated Will in
turn create an advanced
robot That neither pain nor
aches will disturb So this
artificial intelligence
robot This super perfected
wonder Take control of our
comfort of life A servant
capable of self-programming



This is the new human power
Who makes himself absolute
master of the land This
unalterable robot that nothing
slows down No disease, no pain,
no hellfire. The human being
from android to robot Achieve a
healthy and better life Neither
fear nor hatred nor pain nor
withers But puzzles and
happiness Facing the wind of
the stars under the heavens He
will conquer new worlds
Scrutinizing the secret
universe of god Where hope is
invented and floods us So in
other dimensions Visible in all
the immensity Discover various
creations But still difficult
to identify Like the animals
that run Were submissive and
dThe android wants to eliminate
in turn



The suffering and lost human
being,He put an end to his
weaknesses, Leave the genetics
to the age Quantum technology
To better perfect oneself.
But embarrassed by the weight
of his body Can't reach the
speed of light So the evolved
and super powerful android Who
seeks knowledge in the
immensity Wants to get rid of
yesterday's master And its
hardware Android support To
blend in with the light
Conquering the universe But
the mass limits the speed And
the trips And the energy of
soul and life Still missing
from the robot So the disabled
android, complexed Threat of
bad faithThe humanized
dimension Or human
extermination



The very distant future
 

Android research Will go
further through the sciences
Develop a robot With a head
and artificial intelligence
Likely to have abilities
Humans and androids To then
create a robotTo human
capacities But super
developed Capable from a
distance To scrutinize the
creations A By the mass of
his bodyin all the immensity
But this artificial
intelligence With his
physical and intellectual
strength Has no soul of life
So the android wants to be
master The weak man gives way
To a humanized
machineSoulless for the
conquest of the universe



Then thanks to the spatial evolution
With computer speed And the use of
robotics Perpetual discovery New
worlds in the space where the time No
longer has its place Artificial
intelligence With its material
support Will be destroyed by humans
With his spiritual strength,
So the evolved human soul High
spirituality Will then destroy the
invented robots And this thanks to
the immortal soulits integrated and
eternal energy The human will have
for travel support Of his living body
In space and time Neither the matter
of robots Nor that of androids
But his nature at all regenerated
With a pure or an unclean soul He
will then go victorious over the
robots Conquering new worlds Carried
by a beam of light Its self-
regenerating body Designed as an
engine assembl Merging matter and
anti matter Where its zero immaterial
mass



Drill mystery black holes
By the shine of the beam of his
light Accelerated faster than
lightning He will go and scan the
whole universe Communicating
Telepathically In his genius
teleportation Guided by quantum
computer in tune with cybernetics
Will allow the universe to be
scrutinized At the speed of light
While on earth Where the old human
no longer exists Will be the
dignified and proud human Under
the vault of the heavens Then his
spiritual and physical life Super
evolved with cosmic dimension This
human who self-regenerates
Teleports and telepaths And feeds
on almost nothing Without worrying
about tomorrowshining eyes in
clear sight very fine hearing ears
Spirits with sincere thoughts With
sudden music And a healthy soul Go
to the conquest of the infinites
Under the reign of oblivion Where
the secrets remain And our
thoughts go astray



He scans the universe where
he pierces The secrets of
black holes, With its
combined shell, Of materials
and anti materials, That
neither time Neither space
alter With a neutral and
learned mind The human then
will glimpse In the universe
of other creations Where the
deeper meaning vanishes From
morning to evening and time
And for the pleasures of
travel Which carry it into
nothingness He will perceive
new horizons To the sublime
images where time stands
stillHe discovers the
universe



Without the shadow of the
clouds, And its secrets
today which were no longer
yesterday, locked in the
night,Of the infinitely
large, Or the infinitely
small. In always this
unknown: Where the life of
good will have then,
Variable levels of ecstasy
And that of evil, Sorrows in
unalterable images Where
matter and antimatter remain
In duality, and the
pleasures and the
painsRegulated, according to
the merits of mortals, With
Einstein's genius in
relativity.



When, suddenly, respecting
LAVOISIER (nothing is created,
nothing is lost, everything is
transformed)Then comes the
paroxism of science The last
cycle of human evolution Where
the good and the bad In
equilibrium are stamped
So a truth spreads out across the
world Neither human robots, nor
human robotsBut just super
powerful humansWith perpetual
self-regeneration Who go about in
the immense universe In immortals
in search of the eternal GOD the
creator will break his
silenceWhere will the common
people find the answer? ...
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